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Abstract In this article, we present and discuss three statistical methods for Surface Reconstruction. A typical input
to a Surface Reconstruction technique consists of a large set
of points that has been sampled from a smooth surface and
contains uncertain data in the form of noise and outliers. We
ﬁrst present a method that ﬁlters out uncertain and redundant information yielding a more accurate and economical
surface representation. Then we present two methods, each
of which converts the input point data to a standard shape
representation; the ﬁrst produces an implicit representation
while the second yields a triangle mesh.

applications including 3D sculpting [75], shape matching
[42,66], best view computation [72], reconstruction of missing data [9], surface ﬁtting [74] and point likelihood estimation [53].
In this paper, we present three methods that apply statistical ideas in the Surface Reconstruction domain. Although
such methods are usually slower than their traditional astochastic counterparts, their superior handling of noisy, incomplete and uncertain data makes them especially attractive for
Surface Reconstruction. Our ﬁrst method, presented in Section 2, is a kernel-based approach to scattered data denoising
which yields a more accurate and economical representation
Keywords Surface Reconstruction · Point Cloud Denoisof the sampled surface.
ing · Sparse Implicits · Statistical Learning
Next, we present methods to reconstruct a surface from
the point set P in two standard shape representations, implicit and triangle mesh. In Section 3, we discuss a general
framework for the “optimal” selection of the set of centers
1 Introduction
for implicit basis functions to interpolate P. The method
Stochastic methods and concepts are increasingly being found presented in Section 4 trains a Neural Network to learn the
to model natural phenomena better than the hitherto used surface represented by P as a triangle mesh.
strictly logical methods, and a “sea change in our perspective” is envisioned when stochastic methods eventually overshadow traditional methods in use and application [45]. Par- 2 Probabilistic Point Cloud Denoising
allels between statistical learning [27] and the workings of
the human brain lead mathematicians to believe that such Point datasets routinely generated by optical and photometmethods could one day help us understand the nature of in- ric range ﬁnders usually contain a small fraction of points
with a large error (outliers) and are corrupted by noise. In ortelligence itself [55].
The promise and efﬁcacy of these methods is now also der to remove these deﬁciencies from scanned point clouds,
being exploited by the Geometric Modeling community for a large variety of denoising approaches based on low-pass
ﬁltering [39], MLS ﬁtting [1, 20, 41] and partial differenW. Saleem, O. Schall
tial equations (PDEs) [37] has been proposed. These works
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dering [1, 11, 52, 54, 57, 79] which rely on clean data and
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have become increasingly popular because of the continuG. Patanè
ous improvement of graphics hardware and technologies for
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the acquisition of point geometry. While the mentioned deTel.: +39-010-6475-691, Fax: +39-010-6475-660
noising approaches remove small-amplitude noise well, they
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still remain sensitive against outliers.
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a noisy point set which is scattered over a surface and con-
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Fig. 1 Non-parametric kernel density estimation for 1D scattered point
data. Local maxima of the density estimation fˆ deﬁne cluster centers
of the original data.

tains outliers. Given 3D scattered points P = {p1 , . . . , pN },
we want to estimate an unknown density function f (x) of
the data. A simple density estimation fˆ(x) of f (x) is for example given by
1 N
fˆ(x) =
∑Φ
Nh3 i=1



x − pi
h


.

The smoothing parameter h is called the kernel size and Φ is
the kernel function which is usually chosen to be Gaussian.
Figure 1 illustrates the kernel-based density estimation approach. Local maxima of the density estimation fˆ(x) naturally deﬁne centers of clusters in the scattered data P.
The main idea behind our ﬁltering approach consists of
deﬁning an appropriate density estimation fˆ(x) to determine
those cluster centers which deliver an accurate and smooth
approximation of the sampled surface. To detect the local
maxima of the constructed density estimation fˆ, the Mean
Shift technique [15, 17, 23] is used. Clusters corresponding
to outliers are then easily detected and can be removed using
a simple thresholding scheme.
Recently, robust statistics and statistical learning techniques have gained popularity in Computer Graphics and
have been successfully applied to other applications such as
data analysis [53] and Surface Reconstruction [21, 30, 63,
65].
We demonstrate that our robust ﬁltering method [60]
works nicely on different types of scanned data containing
outliers and in combination with different Surface Reconstruction techniques such as Power Crust [2] and Tight Cocone [19].

ci

v1i

Fig. 2 2D example of the weighted least-squares ﬁtting plane and ellipsoid kernel computation.

can be interpreted as a likelihood function which reﬂects the
probability that a position in 3D space is located on the sampled smooth surface.
In order to deﬁne a likelihood function L, we accumulate local likelihood functions Li deﬁned for every sample
point pi ∈ P. We measure the likelihood Li (x) for a certain
position x considering the squared distance of x to the leastsquares plane ﬁtted to a spatial neighborhood of pi . Being
more speciﬁc, we determine the ﬁtting plane by computing
the weighted covariance matrix


N
||p j − pi ||
,
(1)
Ci = ∑ (p j − ci )(p j − ci )T χ
h
j=1
where h is the kernel size, χ is a monotonically decreasing
weight function and ci is the weighted average of all samples inside the kernel. Since Ci is symmetric and positive
semi-deﬁnite, its eigenvalues λil , l = 1, 2, 3, are real-valued
and non-negative: 0 ≤ λi3 ≤ λi2 ≤ λi1 . Furthermore, the corresponding eigenvectors vli form an orthonormal basis. Thus
the covariance matrix (1) deﬁnes the ellipsoid
Ei (x) = {x : (x − ci )T C−1
i (x − ci ) ≤ 1},
where the least-squares ﬁtting plane is spanned by the two
main principal axes v1i and v2i of Ei and has the normal v3i =
ni . A 2D example is illustrated in Figure 2.
If normals are provided by the scanning device we use
them instead of the estimated normals. Using the squared
distance of x to the least-squares plane, we measure the likelihood Li (x) as


Li (x) = Φi (x − ci ) h2 − [(x − ci ) · ni ]2 .

2.1 Kernel Deﬁnition, Convergence and Adaptivity
In this section, we ﬁrst address the problem of choosing
appropriate kernel functions. Our goal is for the resulting
density estimation to have local maxima close to the sampled smooth surface. In other words, the density estimation

Thus, positions x closer to the least-squares plane will be assigned a higher probability than positions that are more distant. Additionally, we assume that the inﬂuence of a point pi
on the likelihood of a position x diminishes with increasing
distance. To consider this behavior, we use monotonically
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Fig. 3 A slice of the likelihood function L of the noisy Buddha model
(left) and zooms of the framed regions (right). The function values are
represented by colors increasing from blue to purple. Note that L is a
smooth function.

decreasing weighting functions Φi to reduce the inﬂuence of
each Li . In contrast to radial functions in [49, 53], we use a
trivariate anisotropic Gaussian function Φi which is adapted
to the shape of the ellipsoid Ei . This has the advantage that
the weighting function is also adapted to the point distribution in a spatial neighborhood of pi .
To deﬁne the likelihood function L modeling the probability that a certain point x lies on the sampled surface S,
we accumulate the local likelihoods Li (x) contributed by all
points pi .
N

L(x) = ∑ wi Li (x)
i=1

Note that we can easily incorporate scanning conﬁdence measures wi ∈ [0, 1] associated with each point pi by scaling the
amplitudes of the likelihood functions. If no scanning conﬁdences are provided, we use wi = 1. Figure 3 shows an
example of a slice of the likelihood function L.
After determining the likelihood function L, we use it to
smooth the point cloud by moving all samples to positions of
high probability. This means we move the samples to positions which are most likely locations on the sampled surface.
To ﬁnd the local maxima of L, we use a procedure similar to a gradient-ascent maximization. We freeze the weighting functions Φ j since they change slowly and approximate
∇L(x) by
N

−2 ∑ w j Φ j (x − c j ) · [(x − c j ) · n j ] · n j .
j=1

(2)

Fig. 4 The effect of adaptive kernels. Left: The Dragon dataset is
smoothed using a ﬁxed kernel size. Large amplitude noise at the right
foot of the dragon cannot be ﬁltered due to maxima of L distant to
the most likely surface. Right: Filtering result of the same dataset using adaptive kernels. Outlying maxima are well dampened. Beside very
few points, the noisy samples in the rectangular region are ﬁltered completely.

To allow a fast convergence of the samples to probability
maxima, we choose an adaptive step-size as

τ=

1
2 ∑Nj=1 w j Φ j (x − c j )

.

(3)

This means that the step size is small near the probability
maximum and increases towards the border of each kernel.
This provides a fast and stable convergence of all sample
points.
Combining equations (2) and (3), we get the resulting
iterative scheme
pk+1
= pki − mki
i

 
∑Nj=1 w j Φ j pki − c j · (pki − c j ) · n j · n j
k


.
mi =
∑Nj=1 w j Φ j pki − c j
p0i = pi

,

In order to ﬁlter the point cloud P, we apply the iterative
scheme individually to every sample. We stop the iterative
process when
||pk+1
− pki || < 10−4 h.
i
Each sample usually converges in less than 10 iterations.
A feature of our ﬁltering method is the inherent clustering property. As the number of kernels is larger than the
number of maxima in the likelihood function L (see Figure 1), several sample points converge to the same probability maximum. We cluster those samples and place one
representative point at the local maximum of L. See Table 1
for details on the point reduction rate.

4

Fig. 5 Filtering of a face scan acquired using a structured light scanner. Initial scattered point data contains scanning artifacts and outliers
(left). Our method automatically removes the outliers and nicely suppresses the defects (right).

So far we only used a ﬁxed radius h to compute the local neighborhoods for the ellipsoidal weight function and
least-squares ﬁtting plane computation. However, invariant
kernels might not be suitable for datasets with varying sampling density. To overcome this problem, we use the k-neighborhood of each sample pi for the PCA analysis to compute
the ellipsoidal kernel Ei . In this manner, we not only adapt
the kernel shape to the point sample distribution in a neighborhood of pi but also the kernel size to the spatial sampling
density. The motivation behind this choice can be observed
in Figure 4. If a ﬁxed radius h is used, local maxima of L are
created distant to the most likely surface in regions of the
point cloud with large-amplitude noise. Those maxima also
attract points during the iterative ﬁltering process creating a
second layer of points around the most likely surface (left
image). The usage of adaptive kernels leads to larger kernel sizes in these regions due to the lower sampling density
of large amplitude noise. Therefore, kernels of both layers
intersect which dampens the effect of local maxima. This
results in an improved ﬁltering of large scale noise (right
image).

2.2 Discussion
Results of our denoising approach on structured light scans
and laser scanned data show that it has a good performance
on different types of scanned data. Experiments illustrate
the strength of our method in removing outliers, especially
3D “salt and pepper” outliers. Finally, we see that results
of well-known Surface Reconstruction methods can be improved in conjunction with our ﬁltering method. Table 1
summarizes timings and the parameters used to generate the
results.
In Figure 5, we show a point cloud face dataset acquired
by a structured light scanner before and after ﬁltering using our method. The raw point cloud suffers from several
outliers and ridges which are typical artifacts caused by the
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Fig. 6 Left: Raw registered range data of the Bimba model obtained
using a laser scanner. The data is corrupted by dense small-amplitude
noise and scanning artifacts close to the mouth and the right eye of the
model. Right: The artifacts are well dampened and noise is removed
after ﬁltering with our method.

structured light. We show this comparison to illustrate the
effectiveness of our method in removing outliers and for
smoothing difﬁcult datasets. Due to the clustering property
of our method, groups of outliers usually converge to a set
of single points sparsely distributed around the surface samples. These points can be characterized by a very low spatial
sampling density compared to the surface samples. We use
this criterion to detect outliers and remove them using simple thresholding. Figure 7 shows an additional example with
a large amount of randomly generated points which can be
interpreted as 3D “salt and pepper” outliers. In the case of
images, “salt and pepper” noise corrupts random image pixels with intensity spikes. This means that a number of pixels
in the image have a very large intensity difference to neighboring pixels. For point clouds, we can model this kind of
noise by displacing points of the dataset far from the smooth
surface. In our example, we move points inside the bounding
box of the dataset. Additionally, we add noise to the normals
by perturbing them with random angles. Although the outlier density is high as shown in Figure 7, our algorithm is
able to remove the noise and the outliers properly.
In Figure 6, we demonstrate the ﬁltering efﬁciency of
our algorithm on laser scanned data. We show this comparison as laser scans are usually affected by different types of
noise compared to structured light scans. Due to the different
acquisition technique, laser scans are usually not corrupted
by ridges and pits caused by structured light. Instead, they
are affected by dense small-amplitude noise. Figure 6 illustrates that high-frequency noise is removed by our method
while lower frequency details like hair, mouth and eyes of
the Bimba model are preserved. As noted previously, our
method uses adaptive kernels to handle large scale noise.
Figure 4 shows that while the dragon scan cannot be ﬁltered
accurately using a ﬁxed kernel size, adaptive kernels provide
a proper ﬁltering of large amplitude noise.
An interesting application of our denoising method is to
preprocess noisy data before a surface is reconstructed. Usu-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 8 Figures (a) and (b) present the head of the Dragon scans from the Stanford Scanning Repository before and after our ﬁltering procedure.
Figures (c) and (d) show zooms of the images (a) and (b) close to the tongue region. Notice that noise is removed and that the ﬁltered samples
indicate a surface. Figures (e) and (g) illustrate Power Crust and Tight Cocone reconstructions from the noisy samples shown in (a). Figures (f)
and (h) show reconstruction results from the ﬁltered data shown in (b). While the Power Crust algorithm shows noticeably improved results with
small defects (f), the Tight Cocone algorithm reconstructs a smooth mesh (h).
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Dataset
Face
Bunny
Bimba
Dragon head
Dragon
Dragon

N
180K
362K+25K
1.9M
485K
2.1M
2.1M

M
114K
324K
1.2M
170K
796K
795K

kernels
1.38s
3.2s
16s
23.22s
1m 43s
6m 40s

ﬁltering
18.45s
52s
80s
10m 53s
36m 26s
38m 05s

h
0.8
0.001
1
0.0015
0.0015
k = 250

Table 1 Timings for the ellipsoid kernel computation and the ﬁltering
for the models presented in this paper. The kernel size h is chosen
in the interval of one to ten times the average sampling density of the
input data. The character N denotes the number of input samples and M
the number of ﬁltered points. The parameter k indicates the number of
nearest neighbors used for the adaptive kernel computation. All results
were computed on a 2.66 GHz Pentium 4 with 1.5 GB of RAM.

ness. Furthermore, multi-resolution techniques have been recently proposed [68] and a wide range of applications, including deformation, fast rendering, and collision detection
[3, 48, 69], have been targeted by several authors.
In our formulation, we consider a Reproducing Kernel
Hilbert Space H (RKHS, for short) [4] with kernel Φ (x, y)1 ;
in this case, each basis function ϕi (x) := Φ (x, pi ), i = 1, . . . , N,
is centered at a point of the input data set. Among the properties of RKHS, we remind the reproduction property
h(x) =< h(y), Φ (x, y) >H , ∀h ∈ H , ∀x, y ∈ Rd ,

(4)

that will be used in the following discussion.
A sparse approximation method searches, among all the
possible approximations of f with the same error, for the
one f  that involves the smallest number of basis functions.
In terms of the corresponding iso-surfaces, this is equivalent
to approximating Σ with Σ  := {x ∈ R3 : f  (x) = 0}.
Previous work on surface sparsiﬁcation can be subdivided into the following groups: local, global, and clustering
techniques. Local methods build a smooth surface through
an iterative and multi-scale procedure based on a local polynomial approximation. In this case, the centers and radii are
determined by a-posteriori updates of the model and guided
by the local approximation error [13, 14, 34, 48, 64]. Global
Fig. 7 Left: Raw registered range scans of the Stanford Bunny dataset methods ﬁnd a sparse representation by minimizing a conexpanded by 25K random “salt and pepper” outliers. Right: Our strained convex quadratic optimization problem [24, 51, 65,
method accurately denoises the given point set and removes the dense 74]; a detailed discussion on them will be given shortly in
cloud of outliers properly.
this section. Since each ϕi is centered at a point pi of P,
clustering techniques can also be used to select the centers of
the sparse representation. The idea is to group those points
ally a surface reconstruction algorithm is directly applied to
which satisfy a common “property” and to center a basis
noisy datasets which reduces the efﬁciency of the used techfunction at a representative point of each cluster. Planarity
nique. We show that results can be signiﬁcantly improved
and closeness, measured in the Euclidean space using kby applying them to data which has been preprocessed using
means clustering [40], Principal Components Analysis (PCA)
our denoising approach. For surface reconstruction, we use
[33], and Voronoi diagrams [59], are possible criteria (see
two well-known Delaunay-based algorithms, namely Power
Figure 9). These methods are quite stable with respect to outCrust [2] and Tight Cocone [19], which are available for sciliers and noise but they do not take into account the kernel
entiﬁc purposes. In Figure 8, we show reconstructions genfunction used to construct the implicit surface. To overcome
erated using both algorithms of the raw dataset as well as the
the limitations of Euclidean-based clustering, kernel methpreprocessed data. The results of both algorithms are signiﬁods [18] evaluate the correlation among points with respect
cantly improved when the ﬁltered data is used as input. Note
to the scalar product induced by a positive deﬁned kernel.
the caption of Figure 8 for more details.
In this case, the PCA and the k-means algorithm lead to efﬁcient clustering techniques such as the KPCA [61] (Ch. 1)
and the Voronoi tessellation of the feature space [73].
3 Surface Reconstruction with Sparse Implicits
From the previous discussion, it follows that any sparsiﬁcation scheme combines two conﬂicting criteria: achieving
In implicit modeling [10], a 3D data set P := {pi : i = a high approximation accuracy and obtaining an economi1, . . . , N} is approximated by an implicit surface Σ := {x ∈ cal surface representation. The approach we present builds
R3 : f (x) = 0}, and the function f (x) := ∑Ni=1 αi ϕi (x) is a on a global approximation method which does not require
linear combination of the basis elements B := {ϕi (x)}i=1,...,N . the use of heuristics. We employ compactly-supported radial
The underlining mathematical framework builds on numeri- basis functions and use Tikhonov regularization to achieve a
cal linear algebra and the degrees of freedom on the choice near optimal selection of their centers; an iterative approach,
of B (e.g. globally [13,70] and compactly [43,47] supported which deﬁnes a multi-level approximation, is used to cope
RBFs, Partition of Unity [46,76], Moving-Least-Squares meth- with arising constrained optimization problems.
ods [1, 22, 35, 38, 52, 64]) enable to adapt the model pa1 Common choices are the Gaussian kernel Φ (x, y) := e(−x−y2 /2σ )
rameters to speciﬁc problem constraints such as huge data
sets with attributes, local accuracy, and degree of smooth- or the polynomial of degree d Φ (x, y) := (1− < x, y >)d .
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(b) 50% n = 84

(a) 100%

(c) 30% n = 66

(d) 18% n = 58

Fig. 10 (a) Input Bernoulli lemniscate with N centers depicted by black dots, (b-d) curve approximations with different percentages of selected
centers: n is the number of iterations in (8).

number of basis functions and accept a lower approximation
accuracy.
As shown in [24], replacing each unknown ai of (5) with
−
−
+
a pair of positive variables (a+
i , ai ), such that ai = ai − ai ,
results in the following constrained convex quadratic optimization problem (i.e. Support Vector Machine) [24]:


F(a+ , a− )
(6)
min
−
a+
i ,ai ∈S

(a)

(b)

with
F(a+ , a− ) : =

1 N
−
+
−
Φ (pi , p j )(a+
i − ai )(a j − a j )
2 i,∑
j=1
N

N

i=1

i=1

−
+
−
− ∑ yi (a+
i − ai ) + ε ∑ (ai + ai ),

(c)

f (pi ) = yi , i = 1, . . . , N, and feasible set

(d)

Fig. 9 (a) Input points on a Bernoulli lemniscate and initial set of centers (yellow circles), (b-c) ﬁrst and last iteration of the k-means clustering [40], (d) reconstructed curve and iso-contours of the associated
scalar ﬁeld.

Following [24], the quality of the approximation of f
with f  is measured by the quadratic misﬁt error  f − f  2H
and the selection of the basis functions which contribute to
f  (x) := ∑Ni=1 ai ϕi (x) is given by the coefﬁcients ai = 0,
i = 1, . . . , N. The sparsiﬁcation value, i.e. the number of basis functions used in f  , is quantiﬁed by the l1 -norm al1 :=
∑Ni=1 |ai | of the vector a := (ai )Ni=1 . Then, we consider a compromise between these two terms and minimize the functional
N
1
F(a) :=  f − ∑ ai Φ (x, pi ) 2H + ε al1
2
i=1

(5)

f

where ε (> 0) is the tradeoff between the misﬁt measure and
sparsity. If ε = 0, we get the standard least-squares approximation scheme, while by increasing ε we neglect a greater

N

−
S := {a+ ≥ 0, a− ≥ 0, ∑ (a+
i − ai ) = 0,
i=1

−
a+
i ai = 0, i = 1, . . . , N}.

This last formulation is equivalent to (5) and facilitates
its numerical optimization by removing the absolute values. If P is a large data set, deﬁning a sparse representation of f as a solution of the quadratic minimization problem (6) with 2N unknowns is generally unfeasible due to
the amount of input data, the possible ill-conditioning of the
coefﬁcient matrix L := (Li j )i, j=1,...,N , Li j := Φ (pi , p j ), and
the unbounded feasible set S . Therefore, all these factors
badly affect the stability and convergence of iterative methods [16, 25]. In [63, 65], (6) is solved by applying a decomposition method and a heuristic coordinate descendent optimization scheme respectively. In the last case, at each iteration (2N − 1) variables are ﬁxed and the objective function
is minimized with respect to the remaining free parameter.
To avoid the formulation in (6), which is a consequence
of the C0 -regularity of the l1 -norm in (5), we use the smooth
approximation
N

al1 ≈ ∑ [a2i + η ]1/2 ,
i=1

η → 0,
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minimum. The solution of (7) is evaluated by running the
iterative scheme




−1
y,
L + εΔ (a(n) ) a(n+1) = y ↔ a(n+1) = L + εΔ (a(n) )
(8)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

with a(0) initial guess and n ≥ 1. The term a(n+1) is achieved
from a(n) by solving a linear system with direct or iterative
solvers, e.g. the Gauss-Seidel or conjugate gradient method
[25]. The iterative procedure stops when the solution becomes stationary, i.e. we do not improve the number of null
coefﬁcients and/or the residual error between two consecutive iterations is below a given threshold.

3.1 Discussion

Fig. 11 Reconstructed curves using input centers (black dots) (a) affected by noise and (c) irregularly distributed. (b-d) Selected centers
(black dots) and reconstructed curves.

and we replace the functional (5) with
N
N
1
G(a) :=  f − ∑ ai Φ (x, pi )2H + ε ∑ [a2i + η ]1/2 .
2
i=1
i=1

In the following, we prove that minimizing G is equivalent
to solving a system of non-linear equations. Using the reproduction property (4), we can rewrite G as

G(a) ≡

N
1 N
Φ
(p
,
p
)a
a
−
i
j
i
j
∑ yi ai +
2 i,∑
j=1
i=1
N
1
+ ε ∑ [a2i + η ]1/2 +  f 2H ,
2
i=1

where the term 12  f 2H is constant. Then, the critical points
of G are the solutions of the following system of non-linear
equations
∇G = 0 ←→ [L + εΔ (a)] a = y
with



1
1
Δ (a) := diag
,..., 2
[a21 + η ]1/2
[aN + η ]1/2

(7)

,

and y := (yi )Ni=1 . The matrix formulation shows the two factors of the sparsiﬁcation scheme: the matrix L, which is associated to the kernel function, and the diagonal matrix Δ (a)
related to the sparsiﬁcation term.
If we consider a Gaussian or compactly supported kernel, which corresponds to a positive/semi-positive
deﬁnite

matrix L, the Hessian matrix L + εη [Δ (a)]3 of G is positive deﬁnite and the convex functional G admits a unique

As done in [70], the initial set of centers is given by P plus
2N additional centers {pi ± δ ni }Ni=1 placed at a small distance δ from pi , where ni is an approximation of the normal
at pi . Recently [74], the surface normal vectors have been
incorporated in the regularization framework, thus avoiding off-set conditions to guarantee a non-null solution. This
approach uses curvature and grid-based clustering on point
clouds to guide the selection of the basis function centers
and radii, and to achieve high-quality approximations.
Figures 10 and 11 show the curve reconstruction with
several sparsiﬁcation percentages (Φ is the Gaussian Kernel); we note that the local noise and irregular sampling,
which affect the approximation in Figure 11(a), are attenuated in (b) where we use a minor number of basis functions.
This property is due to the misﬁt error in (5) and to a lower
conditioning number of the coefﬁcient matrix related to the
least-squares approximation. Furthermore, a smooth kernel
function Φ and the induced norm  H provide a smooth
solution, thus reducing the inﬂuence of noise and outliers
of P in the reconstructed surface. Finally, Figure 11(c-d)
shows the center selection on a curve with a non-uniform
sampling.
Using a k-neighborhood of each center [5] requires a
storage overhead of (3k + 1)N non-null entries for the matrix L. Then, each iteration (8) updates only the principal
diagonal of L, preserves its sparsity and positive deﬁniteness, and requires O(N) time to solve the linear system. The
proposed sparsiﬁcation scheme is equivalent to Support Vector Machine and it avoids the constrained convex quadratic
minimization and the use of heuristics involved in SVMs.
Since the sparsiﬁcation starts from the full resolution with
3N basis functions, we get a ﬁne-to-coarse approach and
the iterative procedure (8) builds a multi-level approximation scheme based on a sequence of nested spaces; for more
details, we refer the reader to [51]. If we get a complete sparsiﬁcation, i.e. the iterative solver of the system of non-linear
equations converges to the null solution, each approximation
is achieved by using the intermediate iterations (see Figure
12).
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(a) 100%
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(b) 84%
(c) 66%
(d) 56%
(e) 50%
(f) 45%
L∞ = 3.2 × 10−5 L∞ = 1.3 × 10−4 L∞ = 3.6 × 10−3 L∞ = 4.2 × 10−3 L∞ = 4.6 × 10−3

Fig. 12 (a) Sparsiﬁcation function and reconstructed surface with 80K input centers: the x-axis shows the number of iterations and the y-axis
the corresponding number of null coefﬁcients, that is, the number of neglected basis functions. (b-f) Surface reconstruction with a different
percentage of selected centers and L∞ error.

As the iterations in (8) proceed, the L∞ error between
(n)
the current approximation f (n) (x) = ∑Ni=1 ai ϕi (x) and f ,
measured by
L∞ ( f , f

(n)

) := max {| f (pi ) − f
i=1,...,N

(n)

(pi )|},

increases due to a minor number of basis functions. Unlike
local approximation techniques, which are capable of adapting the center selection to local accuracy through an extensive use of function evaluations, we cannot use this error as a
stop criterion due to the global formulation of our problem.
The ﬁne-to-coarse structure requires a storage overhead
and computational cost greater than local approximation [1,
47, 48]. For instance, if k = 20 we are able to handle at least
500K centers on a Pentium IV 2.80 GHz with 1 GB RAM; in
this case, the evaluation of L and the sparsiﬁcation scheme
require approximately 90−180 seconds. Our method always
converges to a global minimum and it can be used for those
applications where center selection is mandatory to speed up
surface sampling, interactive modeling and queries [12, 65].
However, it cannot deal with huge data sets, which can be
handled efﬁciently by [46, 48, 74].
Setting the support of the basis functions is a delicate
part of the approximation and sparsiﬁcation scheme; in fact,
its choice affects the size of the details that will be recovered
as well as the maximum sparsiﬁcation percentage, which
avoids artifacts in the reconstructed model. In our framework, the support associated to the basis function ϕi is set
equal to the minimum radius of the sphere centered at pi
that contains the k-nearest neighbors of pi , and k varies from
10 to 20 depending on the number of input points. Our tests
have shown that these values lead to a good compromise between sparsiﬁcation rate and approximation accuracy (see
Figure 13). Finally, in the examples of Figures 12 and 13 we
used Φ (r) := (1 − r)4+ (4 + 16r + 12r2 + 3r3 ) [43, 62] as the
sparse kernel, where r = x−y
and σ is its compact support.
σ

4 Shape Learning from Point Clouds
In this section, we present Neural Meshes, a technique to
learn the shape of a 3D data set P := {pi (xi , yi , zi ) : i =
1, . . . , N} by training a Neural Network [8]. Previously, Neural
Networks have been trained to reconstruct parametric and
freeform surfaces [26, 44, 77] representing P, whereby the
Neural Network learns a function f (x, y) such that  f (xi , yi )−
zi ) < ε , ∀i = 1 . . . n and for some acceptable error level ε .
An extension of Neural Networks, functional networks, have
been used to reconstruct P with B-spline and Bezier surfaces [29] (see also references therein).
The above methods fall under the supervised learning
category; they assume a relationship between the input variables. Unsupervised learning methods make no such assumption. The Neural Mesh technique also belongs to this class
of methods. In this class, the Neural Network is not trained
to compute a surface. Instead, the trained Neural Network is
the desired surface. The methods described in [6, 7, 28, 71]
learn control grids for reconstruction of P and parametric
grids for subsequent parameterization of P. Neural Networks can also be trained to directly interpolate or approximate P [36, 78].
In the unsupervised learning methods described above,
the topology and number of vertices of the learnt surface remain unchanged since initialization. As they initialize the
surface with a 2D grid, they can accurately represent P
only if P represents a surface patch. Also, the learnt surface may under-represent detailed features in P. As a solution to the latter problem, subdivision is suggested in [78].
In [6, 71], where the surface has the topology of a quad grid,
the authors suggest tracking the activity of each vertex with
an associated counter, which increases each time the vertex
participates in learning. They can then spot active vertices
by their high counter values, and add entire rows/columns
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k = 10

k = 20

(a) 52% L∞ = 5.3 × 10−3

(b) 46% L∞ = 4.4 × 10−2

(c) 45% L∞ = 4.2 × 10−3

(d) 35% L∞ = 7.8 × 10−2

Fig. 13 Reconstruction with compactly supported radial basis functions on a model with 240K input centers and different percentages of selected
centers. In (c-d) row, the support of the RBFs is twice of the one used in (a-b); a greater support achieves a smoother reconstruction and a higher
approximation accuracy with a minor number of basis functions.

of vertices in their neighborhoods. Both these solutions are
global in nature and end up adding new vertices in unwanted
regions of the surface as well.
A Neural Mesh is initialized as a closed triangle mesh,
M . Each vertex in M stores a counter value, τ , and a winning sample number, Sw . M learns from each training sample, s, from P by moving the corresponding winner vertex, vw , towards the sample and applying smoothing to its
1-ring neighbors. An illustration for the 1D case is given
in Figure 14a. The winner’s new position is given as vw ←
v→
vw + αw · F(d) · d, where d = −
w s and αw is a parameter between 0 and 1. F(d) ﬁlters out the effects of outliers in P.
A moving average, μd , and standard deviation, σd , of d over
the past 1000 training samples are maintained. An outlier
threshold is then calculated as εd = μd + αd σd , using an input tolerance αd , and F(d) is deﬁned as

1 if |d| ≤ εd
F (d) = εd if |d| > ε .
|d|

s

P
C
A

vw

(a)

M

Learning

B

A
D

(b)

Vertex addition/removal

Fig. 14 (a) Positions of the winner and its neighbors are updated for
each training sample. (b) Vertices are added/removed using complementary vertex split (left to right) and half-edge collapse (right to left)
operations.
P

P
M
M

(a) Foldover

(b)

Local minimum

Fig. 15 Unwanted artifacts degrade mesh quality. Vertices represented
by unﬁlled circles will never be selected as winners.

d

Smoothing the winner’s neighborhood avoids foldovers and
local minima in M , illustrated for the 1D case in Figure 15.
For each vertex, vi , in the 1-ring of vw , its Laplacian [67]
is calculated, L(vi ) = n(v1 i ) ∑vk (vk − v)i , followed by the displacement, Ls (vi ) = L(vi ) − (L(vi ) · ni )ni , where n(vi ) is vi ’s
valence, vk s its 1-ring neighbors and ni its approximated normal. vi ’s position is then updated, vi ← vi + αs Ls (vi ), where
αs is a smoothing parameter between 0 and 1.
The winning vertex’s counter, τ (vw ), is then updated using vw ’s winning sample number, Sw (vw ), and the current
sample number, Sc . First, the number of samples since the
current winner’s last win are computed, x = Sc − Sw (vw ) − 1.
x τ (v ) + 1),
Then the updates are made, τ (vw ) ← αctr (αctr
w
1
and Sw (vw ) ← Sc . αctr is calculated as αctr = ( 21 ) λ N , where
N is the current number of vertices in M and λ is an input
parameter such that a vertex loses half its counter value if it
is not the winner for λ N samples.

As intended, active vertices are now identiﬁed by their
high counter values. Every Cadd samples, all counter values are synchronized, where Cadd is an input parameter. For
each vertex, vi , in M , the number of previous non-winning
samples is calculated, x = Sc − Sw (vi ), and the updates are
x τ (v ), and S (v ) ← S . Then a vertex
made, τ (vi ) ← αctr
i
w i
c
split operation is performed on the vertex with the highest
counter value. Counter synchronization is also performed
after every Crem samples, where Crem is input by the user.
This time, vertices with counter values lower than a certain threshold are removed from M using half-edge collapse operations. Addition/removal of vertices is illustrated
in Figure 14b, which also shows the vertices whose valences
are affected by the operations. Half-edge collapse operations that would cause M to become non-manifold (Figure 16a,b) are not performed. For more details, we refer the
reader to [31, 58].
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X

B

(a)

(b)

C

Y

X

Y

(c)

Fig. 16 Preserving manifoldness (boundaries are shown in black).
Collapsing edge AB (a,b) or removing triangle ABC (c) results in a
non-manifold mesh. The half-edge collapses (a,b) are not performed,
and the triangle removal is corrected by removing neighboring triangles.

Fig. 17 Learning topology. The hole is learnt (left) as large selfintersecting triangles, which are removed to form boundaries (center).
With continued training, the boundaries grow close to each other and
are merged to form the handle (right).

Operations affecting the topology of M are invoked after every NCtop samples, where Ctop is chosen by the user
and N is the current number of vertices in M . The average triangle area, A, in M is used to calculate a triangle
removal and a boundary merging threshold. Triangles with
area greater than the triangle removal threshold are removed,
and boundaries whose Hausdorff distance to each other is
less than the boundary merging threshold are merged. If the
removal of a triangle causes M to no longer be manifold,
neighboring triangles are removed to restore manifoldness
(Figure 16c). Figure 17 shows the effect of these steps.

Fig. 18 Neural Mesh reconstructions of the cube (top) and Bimba (bottom) models according to sampling density of P (left) and surface
curvature (right). Reconstructions of the same size are compared.

information can be tracked [32] by the vertices’ counters,
leading to higher counter values, and thus higher vertex population, in high curvature areas. Notice that in comparison,
the default Neural Meshes mimic the density of P. Some
reconstructions are shown in Figure 18.
Like most learning algorithms, Neural Meshes suffer from
the need for user parameters. While a default set of values
can be set, best results will be obtained by tuning the parameters in accordance to the input set. This could be seen as
4.1 Discussion
an advantage for the expert user. For an extensive treatment
Neural Meshes effectively solve the problems unaddressed of this issue, we refer the reader to [58].
Neural Meshes also inherit long running times from learnby previous surface learning methods. They can represent
entire surfaces, not just patches. Learning is adaptive; it starts ing methods. The complexity of the algorithm described above
2
with a small, simple initial surface to which vertices are is O(N ), based mainly on sorting vertices according to their
counter
values to ﬁnd the ones with highest and lowest valadded only where needed, i.e. in the 1-ring neighborhood of
ues.
In
an
alternate implementation of the algorithm, the veractive vertices. Vertices that become misplaced during training and over represent P are removed. Also, neural meshes tices are copied to a priority queue data structure, where a
vertex’s counter value is replaced by its position in the pripossess the ability to learn topology.
Notice that the only step of the algorithm where P is ority queue. It has been shown [58] that implementing the
required is in picking training samples, thus making the run- priority queue as a self-balancing binary tree reduces the
ning time independent of the size of P. This is in direct con- complexity of the Neural Mesh algorithm to O(N log N) with
trast to methods that need to process all input points in order no signiﬁcant difference to output mesh quality.
to output a surface. Independence from the input point cloud
Despite the speedup offered by the priority queue imalso allows out-of-core processing of large data sets.
plementation, the method is slow and non-competitive with
The coarse-to-ﬁne way of shape learning in Neural Meshes contemporary geometry-based Surface Reconstruction methoffers a deeper insight into the shape. Vertices in M in high ods. The majority of the running time is spent in Geometry
curvature areas display large variations in their normals dur- Learning. We expect that a shrink-wrapping approach with
ing training compared to those representing ﬂatter areas. This the Neural Mesh initialized as an inﬂated bounding sphere
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with number of vertices close to the ﬁnal number could offer a solution to this problem.
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